As we process our inevitable progress to a peaceful world

Karen Hudes @KarenHudes · 9m
Replying to @Roshe51
Please listen more. You are cluttering my twitter account and I am going to block you. Think for yourself and ignore “well respected people”

Roshe @Roshe51 · 4m
NEWS LIKE THIS. IS NOT. TO BE SAT ON. I HATE TO ARGUE.

Karen Hudes @KarenHudes
Replying to @Roshe51
91% of us are not dead. You give in to fearmongers. Please listen more instead of agitating people

Roshe @Roshe51 · 6m
DID YOU NOT READ MY ORIGINAL TWEET. THIS IS NOT PANICKING. IT'S TRYING TO FACE WHAT IS IN FRONT OF US. THE ORIGINAL TWEET IS VERY CLEAR. FROM A WELL RESPECTED PERSON.

Karen Hudes @KarenHudes
Replying to @Roshe51
91% of us are not dead. You give in to fearmongers. Please listen more instead of agitating people
**TOP DEFINITION**

**HTIS**

HTIS commonly affects those with a lack of intelligence on the "interwebz." There are many symptoms that show that a person has HTIS. Symptoms may include itchy balls, peeing vomit, crapping kittens, and listening to Fall Out Boy. It may also result when a person misspells "this."

*Shit, man. I was talking to my girlfriend online and I'm afraid to say it but... I think I have HTIS.*

#htis #this #misspelling #idiot #idiots #interwebz #std #sexually #transmitted #dise

---

**Roshe @Roshe51 · 5h**

HTIS, IS INEVITABLE PROGRESS???, WHO FOR??

**Karen Hudes @KarenHudes**

Replying to @Roshe51

you forgot the part about inevitable progress. You don't believe in feedback loops. Do everyone a favor and try to process what I am saying.

---

**Karen Hudes @KarenHudes**

Replying to @Roshe51

Roshe, you try my patience. but you seem to have a sense of humor urbandictionary.com/define.php?ter...

---

**Roshe Retweeted your reply · 41m**

**Karen Hudes @KarenHudes**

John, I think it is likely that you understand the corruption in the world’s money, based on the fact that you retweeted khudes.s3.amazonaws...
Roshe @Roshe51 · 7h
PEACEFUL????
TAKE A LOOK AT MY NEW PINNED TWEET.😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊

Karen Hudes @KarenHudes
As we process our inevitable progress to a peaceful world
khudes.s3.amazonaws.com/Twitter11.16.1...
scribd.com/document/43527...

Roshe @Roshe51 · 43m
I SEE NO SENSE IN A "NEW WORLD", WHERE 91% OF US, ARE DEAD.

Karen Hudes @KarenHudes
Replying to @Roshe51
Roshe, you try my patience, but you seem to have a sense of humor urbandictionary.com/define.php?ter...

Roshe Retweeted
Karen Hudes @KarenHudes · 57m
Replying to @Roshe51
John, I think it is likely that you understand the corruption in the world’s money, based on the fact that you retweeted khudes.s3.amazonaws.com/Twitter9.27.19...
Karen Hudes @KarenHudes
Replying to @Roshe51
you forgot the part about inevitable progress. You don’t believe in feedback loops. Do everyone a favor and try to process what I am saying

Roshe @Roshe51 · 7h
PEACEFUL????
TAKE A LOOK AT MY NEW PINNED TWEET.

Karen Hudes @KarenHudes
As we process our inevitable progress to a peaceful world
khudes.s3.amazonaws.com/Twitter11.16.1...
scribd.com/document/43527...

Roshe @Roshe51 · 7h
SEE MY NEW PINNED TWEET.

Nanotech ET man @nanotechexec
THE ELITES HAVE A PROBLEM... THEY ARE GREATLY OUTNUMBERED AND PEOPLE ARE FED UP WITH THEM. Globalists Openly Admit To Population Control Agenda - And That’s A Bad Sign... | Zero Hedge
zerohedge.com/geopolitical/g...
Royalty and other rich people used to own the world’s gold. In between WWI and II they gave their gold away in return for Treaty of Versailles Bonds that were issued by the Federal Reserve Bank. 2 quadrillion worth of bonds are in the Global Debt Facility because José Rizal also represented the royal bloodline families who exchanged their gold for bonds issued by the federal reserve in the 1930’s.

As a lawyer working in the World Bank's legal department, I knew what to do with the Treaty of Versailles bonds held in the Global Debt Facility. I recorded the debt of the Federal Reserve under the Uniform Commercial Code with all of the Secretaries of State where the Federal Reserve has offices. And then I issued a notarial protest for this debt with the Universal Postal Union. https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/notarialprotest.pdf

The Honorable Megan Brennan  
Postmaster General  
United States Postal Service  
475 L’Enfant Plaza SW,  
Washington DC 20260-0010  

Re: Case No. HQ121042156  

Dear Madam Postmaster General,


I look forward to working with the Universal Postal Union in the peaceful transition to national currencies minted from the gold in the Global Debt Facility, and to local currencies as introduced by villages and municipalities.

Sincerely,

Karen Hudes  
Acting General Counsel

Talk about all the cash the fed. Has been giving the banks in the last 2 weeks.

By Natalie Sherman
Business reporter, New York

19 September 2019

The US central bank has pumped more than $200bn (£160bn) into the financial system this week - the first time there's been such an intervention since 2008.

The Federal Reserve's aim was to stabilise what is usually a calm part of the market.

Interest rates in the so-called "repo market" had shot up to 10% in some cases.
my friend is a very talented psychic healer, I am working with her on me, but I will ask her to heal you, as I think us who are worried, are concerning these radionic and other esoteric weapons, and a trained psychic healer, MIGHT HELP. KAREN YOU AND I HAVE SHARED A FEW EMAILS, AND YOU HAVE EXPOUNDED UPON MY REQUESTS SEVERAL TIMES, FOR EXAMPLE LAST WEEK, SPEAKING ABOUT HOW COMMERCIAL LIENS ACTUALLY WORK. SO SORRY caps locks not shouting,, i will have my friend send you some love. :) No More Black Nobility! ands NO to Molach!

Thank you for saying the F word, Fukushima.

The accident at Fukushima is polluting the oceans with radiation. I devoted two segments on DCTV to this problem. The teleprompters are at

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/dctvteleprompt1.5b.pdf

and the videos are at:

https://youtu.be/tfgZZIfqtcw
https://youtu.be/FGhckJyiIBc

The tsunami was blamed for flooding the reactors and causing the explosions. But Stone presented compelling evidence that Israel destroyed the Fukushima Daiichi plant by installing gun-type nuclear weapons in the guise of security cameras, and then setting them off in the tsunami’s aftermath.
Karen learn about magnesium for a regular heart rhythm and CoQ10 and hawthorn berries.

I am also posting my latest reply to Frank Lopez here because he obviously can erase my replies to his comments: Human Earthling 1 second ago @Frank Lopez----who in HELL do you think you are? Cannot you stand when someone challenges your false statements? You must work for the fed. reserve. Why don't you QUIT removing my reply to you. I made it as polite as I could. You on the other hand insist on creating an argument by underhanded methods to show your power. Well, there are some of us who are not afraid of the likes of you!

My reply to Frank Lopez keeps getting removed. This represents the third time I replace his comment and my reply to his comment. Frank Lopez Highlighted reply Frank Lopez 17 hours ago The IRS was removed from our system 1999 ish by Postmaster Russell J Gould, War Castles YouTube channel 1 Human Earthling 2 seconds ago @Frank Lopez Human Earthling 20 seconds ago @Frank Lopez Your statement is patently NOT TRUE. Sorry to have to tell you.....
Look out for thesis + antithesis = synthesis. 'Syn' meaning snake. Critical thinking and logic, heart + mind combo!

How can we create Local Currency

One of an example of local currency in the Philippine Island, that can be used in Global Currency Reset? https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2180780105274923&set=a.191638760855744&type=3&theater

God bless you Good health. More power ☯

Ah, but Mozart!

God Bless you Karen ☯❤
Karen, please look at this article (https://fortune.com/longform/business-roundtable-ceos-corporations-purpose/), entitled, "America's CEOs Seek a New Purpose for the Corporation," published August 19, 2019. Effectively, such ideology transforms American corporations into state agencies, removes (meaningful) voting rights from shareholders, transforms shareholders of a company into shareholders of the state, and primes the pump for full blown communism and tyranny. Consider this, Johnson and Johnson is "so concerned" about what's best for the people (Americans, for instance) that an Oklahoma court found that Johnson and Johnson had intentionally played down the dangers and oversold the benefits of opioids, in that State, resulting in thousands of deaths, and then some, a lot some. It doesn't appear to me that Johnson and Johnson possess the requisite integrity to administer social programs. (See The New York Times article of August 26, 2019, entitled "Johnson & Johnson Ordered to Pay $572 Million in Landmark Opioid Trial." Facades such as this/these allow for the evil that rules this world to act with impunity, in the face of those who would otherwise stop it. ... my people are destroyed for lack of knowledge

Happy to see you working to expose the corruption in the world's financial system. The information you have given us that has been hidden for over 50 years has been a true education. Best of health

The only thing or person we can truly trust is our One True God.

Thank you mam karen your audio is quite clear this time. Viewing from Riyadh KSA.

Brasil
Idan Daniel Bach • 2 days ago

I think you’re an incredible woman and a hero. I’d like to thank you for all your hard work and dedication for the truth. A tiny advice, you might want to take a counterpart presenter to make the videos more dynamic and organized, you’ll definitely get more subs this way. Unfortunately YouTube isn’t only about the facts it’s more about the visuals, and knowing how to professionally present the facts. Anyways, thank you 🙏

David Lear • 2 days ago

Hi Karen - For your irregular heart beat you might consider something that I have found helpful for my atrial fibrillation: selenium in tung oil and lugol's iodine - about 5-10 drops (each) per day. Here's where I found out about it: https://drsircus.com/iodine/iodine-selenium-heart-health/ Also, if you're not already, consider taking fairly high daily doses of ionic magnesium. Blessings!

Sharon Keith • 1 day ago

David Lear / Thank you, David! I’m trying a new, more expensive Afib medicine now. I’ll be looking this site up because I’m STILL having Afib! Should I go to Walgreens, GHC, or a holistic doctor? I’m going to an internist at the UF hospital where I used to work. Anyway, danke! 🙏

Andrea Jones • 2 days ago

She sounds drunk, those people could've helped everyone, but they never did anything for anybody but themselves, she is full of crap. Use your own discernment.

Nestor B. Aguilar • 2 days ago

I use my discernment and I discern that you are full of crap and a troll. lol...

Deia Draper • 2 days ago

For all you know she could have had a small stroke people that have small Strokes are still able to function I digress
Deia Draper / Karen has been attacked by scalar technology via the DS, and yet she continues her efforts. She has a big heart! ❤️

666 is the name of father&son Yan Ang tagapagmana, end corruption is lost.

666 is a very important figure for precious metals in the bible. Let's go to: 2 Chronicles 9:13 “The weight of gold that came to Solomon in one year was six hundred sixty-six talents of gold.” 666 talents of gold is 22 tonnes which today is worth over $1 billion. This was the amount of gold that King Solomon received in payments and gifts. Thus 666 is a very important figure in the bible for precious metals investors rather than the inference that some think about. So follow the wise King Solomon and collect as much gold as you can afford, whether that means one gramme every month ($50) or much bigger amounts. For the very few Venezuelans who did before their money was destroyed, it saved their lives.

Read rev.14:1 666 that’s is the name father&son of God successor just still alive for the end corruption.

Look....I'm sure many of you have 40 or 60 bucks you can spare to buy a book. (when I ordered mine) The book I recommend is "The Complete Internal Revenue Code". Title 26 U.S.C. (for United States Code) is another invaluable book to own. It's usually hard bound and it's best to own one for yourself because when one goes to the Law Library to use it, it is usually NOT THERE, the clerks claim it gets taken without permission because it is not a book that is allowed to be taken out. These can be purchased through any Law Library. Everyone SHOULD OWN ONE. The older the volume the better because for years they have been tweaking here and there to tighten ed up the language to confuse the reader. Anyone who learns how to read this book is well on their way to having the knowledge no one can get in any college operating today except for whatever college
Jesuit Scholars attend. Once one understands the first three or so PAGES of the 9, 430 pages in my volume, you will KNOW that the whole income tax code is a sham and an exercise of linguistic word play. Pay attention to the footnotes. When you learn to read these books, you will know how to read the language that has kept this civilization in bondage for more than 200 years. You will also know what those brave souls have been trying to tell you for a long time but who you have likely called them conspiracy theorists or worse. It sure would help to vanquish these private corporate banking cabal (world government gang) criminals if more of you were willing to do a little homework for yourself. People like Karen cannot do it alone overnight; even her coalition needs the public to understand what they are doing and why or there will be panic and chaos if the currency reset transition is not as smooth as they are trying to make it. Everyone seems to want to know a precise date when the currency reset will take place. But these things cannot happen overnight. It took more than 200 years to bind us in a web of control for God's sake! How in Hell can it be overcome according to the schedule of those of you who haven't even TRIED TO KNOW WHAT PEOPLE LIKE ME ARE TALKING ABOUT; Haven't even done their own research so they would not ask dumb questions?? How many of you can identify the Official American Flag? It's NOT the one that is in EVERY FEDERAL COURT IN America. I don't know how to be more convincing than those sitting at the News desks dishing out lies after lies about everything. I am too Human, my outrage shows too easily at those of you who clearly have not done their homework; I am not wearing expensive clothing, I am homeless (Now. Through FRAUD. AND A CRIMINAL GOVT.) I am just an average person who had a personal run-in with the fed. reserve and up to a point, I did prevail. No one ever WINS clean with this gang of thieves because they divest you of everything you own and even turn your family and friends against you because of the disgrace of being hauled into court as one who allegedly won't pay the deficiency it concocts from your returns even if you dotted all the I's and crossed all the T's. They send a Notice of Fed. Tax Lien and take all your property before you can turn around. Well, I fought back and did secure proof that NO TAX LIEN WAS LISTED IN THE ONLY TWO PLACES ONE COULD BE LISTED. THE CAPITOL OF MY STATE AND WASHINGTON, D.C. and showed it to a State Court Judge in Ct. proceedings that should not have lasted a month but lasted a YEAR, because the creeps kept trying to move the caset to their fake private corporate fed. courts. THEN, when I secured an Order of Cancellation of the fake lien filed in fed. ct. and went to sue for damages, they could not be served because they had given fake names and addresses in their fed. ct. documents used to divest me of the use of my homestead of 41 years which was paid up ...no mortgage. Now I am homeless and considered irrelevant or worse, by many of the likes of you who want the few of us to do all the work every Human Being owes to the world he wants to live in, instead of the crime riddled one in which we DO LIVE IN.

wotsthisay • 2 days ago

the earliest i can find is on abebooks.com but that is only 1986 -

Human Earthling • 2 days ago

To wotsthisayz;-- The older book can still be useful because you can see how words and phrases are used...My copy is dated 1993. I cannot afford to buy one every year. Pay close attention to the notes and asterisks at the bottom of the page...on my book there is an asterisk denoting a Footnote, and in tiny lettering, it says:"this has not been enacted into Law " about Title 26 USC. See how sneaky? Everyone reads the larger print where supposedly 26 USC mandates that you should do this or that and the penalties are this and that....but IT HAS NOT BEEN ENACTED INTO LAW. The book is full of slight of hand such as this. Before an alert one reads the first two or three pages, they will Know that the rest of the 9 thousand, 4our hundred and thirty pages is nothing but Bull shit. I
don't have time to list all the sections that flat out tell you important things, but check out section 6001 and get a taste of the double talk...read carefully. I am almost certain you can go into any Law Library and order the book directly from where ever the Library gets them. There are sections that define exactly who is liable for an income taxation and who is not. Just know that everything the government tells us is OPPOSITE to the truth. And this is as clear as a statement can be from me. I am too old to hold teaching classes but I sure would love to be able to do so. It is so sad that so many people don't know how to understand the so called "laws" that govern them. The only Laws that SHOULD govern us is Enacted by congress Laws. But it must also be kept in mind that the US congress is NOT WORKING FOR Americans...they work for the private corporate central banking cartel that Rules the world and is called The U.S. GOVERNMENT. Pay attention always to which words are capitalized. All TOTALLY CAPITALIZED lettering means a CORPORATE entity. Between understanding what is Law and what is not law, there is an Ocean of word games to get through.

Deia Draper • 2 days ago

@Human Earthling no I don't know where you are I don't know who you are but what you know is enough for me if you would like a place to live contact me I have a small cottage that I will share I have subscribed to your Channel but then on the other side some people are in your position due to unfortunate circumstances I understand that but some people can learn to adapt to it I don't think I could in any case for any troll out there I digress every time I leave a comment on YouTube my phone crashes

Human Earthling • 16 hours ago

@Deia Draper I replied to this comment of yours but I don't see it....I have no interest in contacting anyone on You Tube I cannot know for sure who they are. Thanks for the offer though....God Bless if you're the real thing.

Human Earthling • 2 days ago

Look....I'm sure many of you have 40 or 60 bucks you can spare to buy a book. (when I ordered mine) The book I recommend is "The Complete Internal Revenue Code". Title 26 U.S.C. (for United States Code) is another invaluable book to own. It's usually hard bound and it's best to own one for yourself because when one goes to the Law Library to use it, it is usually NOT THERE, the clerks claim it gets taken without permission because it is not a book that is allowed to be taken out. These can be purchased through any Law Library. Everyone SHOULD OWN ONE. The older the volume the better because for years they have been tweaking here and there to tighten ed up the language to confuse the reader. Anyone who learns how to read this book is well on their way to having the knowledge no one can get in any college operating today except for whatever college Jesuit Scholars attend. Once one understands the first three or so PAGES of the 9, 430 pages in my volume, you will KNOW that the whole income tax code is a sham and an exercise of linguistic word play. Pay attention to the footnotes. When you learn to read these books, you will know how to read the language that has kept this civilization in bondage for more than 200 years. You will also know what those brave souls have been trying to tell you for a long time but who you have likely called them conspiracy theorists or worse. It sure would help to vanquish these private corporate banking cabal (world government gang) criminals IF more of you were willing to do a little homework for yourself. People like Karen cannot do it alone overnight; even her coalition needs the public to understand what they are doing and why or there will be panic and chaos if the currency reset transition is not as smooth as they are trying to make it. Everyone seems to want to know a precise date when the currency reset will take place. But these things cannot happen overnight. It took more than 200 years to bind us in a web of control for God's sake! How in Hell can it be overcome according to the schedule of those of you who haven't even TRIED TO KNOW WHAT
PEOPLE LIKE ME ARE TALKING ABOUT; Haven't even done their own research so they would not ask dumb questions?? How many of you can identify the Official American Flag? It's NOT the one that is in EVERY FEDERAL COURT IN America. I don't know how to be more convincing than those sitting at the News desks dish out lies after lies about everything. I am too Human, my outrage shows too easily at those of you who clearly have not done their homework; I am not wearing expensive clothing, I am homeless (Now. Through FRAUD. AND A CRIMINAL GOVT. ) I am just an average person who had a personal run-in with the fed. reserve and up to a point, I did prevail. No one ever WINS clean with this gang of thieves because they divest you of everything you own and even turn your family and friends against you because of the disgrace of being hauled into court as one who allegedly won't pay the deficiency it concocts from your returns even if you dotted all the I s and crossed all the T s. They send a Notice of Fed. Tax Lien and take all your property before you can turn around. Well, I fought back and did secure proof that NO TAX LIEN WAS LISTED IN THE ONLY TWO PLACES ONE COULD BE LISTED. THE CAPITOL OF MY STATE AND WASHINGTON, D.C. and showed it to a State Court Judge in Ct. proceedings that should not have lasted a month but lasted a YEAR, because the creeps kept trying to move the caset to their fake private corporate fed. courts. THEN, when I secured an Order of Cancellation of the fake lien filed in fed. ct. and went to sue for damages, they could not be served because they had given fake names and addresses in their fed. ct. documents used to divest me of the use of my homestead of 41 years which was paid up ...no mortgage. Now I am homeless and considered irrelevant or worse, by many of the likes of you who want the few of us to do all the work every Human Being owes to the world he wants to live in, instead of the crime riddled one in which we DO LIVE IN.

Patty Ross • 2 days ago

If you haven't seen this yet it's a must see it talks about the grammar syntax in documents all are illegal for the last 8500 years. :WAR-CASTLES~0. series goes thru :WAR-CASTLES~011. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izmJIRUeD6s&fbclid=IwAR2ls0VM7psbGlNDQM6r9XG-EbljKMLbWP8UDOb8pvPfsxFaTw8RYesCSs

Frank Lopez • 1 day ago

The IRS was removed from our system 1999 ish by Postmaster Russell J Gould, War Castles YouTube channel

Human Earthling • 19 hours ago

@Frank Lopez Your statement is patently NOT TRUE. Sorry to have to tell you.....

Human Earthling • 19 hours ago

@Patty Ross Thanks!

Human Earthling • 10 hours ago

@Frank Lopez --- Human Earthling 20 seconds ago @Frank Lopez Your statement is patently NOT TRUE. Sorry to have to tell you.....

Human Earthling • 9 hours ago

@Frank Lopez Human Earthling 20 seconds ago @Frank Lopez Your statement is patently NOT TRUE. Sorry to have to tell you.....

Human Earthling • 9 hours ago
@Frank Lopez----who in HELL do you think you are? Cannot you stand when someone challenges your false statements? You must work for the fed. reserve. Why don't you QUIT removing my reply to you. I made it as polite as I could. You on the other hand insist on creating an argument by underhanded methods to show your power. Well, there are some of us who are not afraid of the likes of you!

Human Earthling • 8 hours ago

@ @Frank Lopez -- I have replaced my reply to you. I guess you know how to erase responses......here is my second response: Human Earthling 20 seconds ago @Frank Lopez Your statement is patently NOT TRUE. Sorry to have to tell you.....

Read more

Nicole Charest • 2 days ago

I agree, the alien agenda is just a distraction. One of the biggest black hole is NASA that takes in millions, billions and trillions of dollars right here on Earth.

Cathy Wild • 2 days ago

there is no country debt

doktar.diagnosis • 2 days ago

everything is against us

Cynthia Rodriguez • 2 days ago

Wazzzzz

Fiona Mary • 2 days ago

Lets Create A Beautiful New Reality Together Miracles a Real , Love is Real , Truth is real !

Fiona Mary • 2 days ago

Steph , I just noticed spelling error !

James Youngblood • 1 day ago

God is real. Shalom

Human Earthling • 19 hours ago

@Fiona Mary ...Not to worry. We all do it from time to time. I have several keys that stick and I fail to catch them when they do.
Karen look into Kangen Water https://vimeo.com/205120532

Fiona Mary • 2 days ago
I have tried it and it is Good!

Cynthia Rodriguez • 2 days ago
How did u get ahold of if it i would ☐ to have it ....

Fiona Mary • 2 days ago
@Cynthia Rodriguez Hi Cynthia, I live in Australia and know someone who sells them, i will enquire on your behalf from my friend for you, all the best to you, fiona x

REPLY

Fiona Mary • 2 days ago
@Cynthia Rodriguez Cynthia In which area do you live?

Fiona Mary • 2 days ago
God Bless You and Your Team Karen!

Aladdin El Afifi • 2 days ago (edited)

I can't wait Karen. Please, give us some kind of an approximation or timeline. I've been following you now for years full of hope but it seems like there's no end in sight. A simple reply here would be much appreciated. Don't worry, we will help you get the message out. Just give us a ballpark year range. God bless you.
I have said many times that we are in a tug of war and that our chances of ultimately prevailing are above 90%

Broth3r John • 2 days ago

She`s no better than those end time preachers.

Cynthia Rodriguez • 2 days ago

Stop .... you alls NONSENCE ALL READY ..... JUST VISUALIZE HOW GREAT IT WILL B WAI N C ..... SEND U ALL MY ☣

REPLY

Marcia Caroline Portela Amaro • 2 days ago

What happened with her? Is speaking in a strange way, her face is very different!
Health problems she has been fighting the Banking CABALS all around the world... She really need more support then ever. May the force of our lord and UNIVERSE be with her and us. Bless her soul to the 9000+00+0000+ power a beyond...

Agreed, something isn't right here.

@Cynthia Rodriguez Understood. Are there news about these health problems?

She may have been poisoned or many a stroke. We must pray for her and all her family and friends because she speaks the truth.

Hello Karen, What of the slavery that has continued for the hundreds of years? I am aware that the people of the world have been forced into believing a racist hatred by controllers, that America is a failed experiment in the eyes of the "elite". After this cloudy period, much like the last nearly 400 years of trading and shuffling "human commerce" so many people are finding it hard to believe the written histories and who we really are. It seems America is starting to unravel, a Russian and Manchurian history in the west and one of European in the east. And it seems that the world over had been in the grip of what seemed to be a Greco-Roman control. I worry that the children of this world will befall to the same hardships of the past, men fall to the sword, and another reset and confusion on the nations. Things still seem rather vague, especially for the fate of the innocent who have been mislead by their nation's leaders, the normal hardworking and giving slaves of the United States of America who have been doubly duped and the nations that were taken advantage of for their countries resources. Thank You Karen and Many Blessings.

we soon be free.... LOVE. POWER
@Cynthia Rodriguez free of life, land, freedom or is it to be equality? I doubt that can be possible.... too much to lose for big players of history.... never to relinquish their hold in tyranny. As much as I want world peace.

Nestor B. Aguilar • 2 days ago
@jarmyvicious If that is what you believed, then you are a loser.

Deia Draper • 2 days ago
A good read all roads lead to Rome and it's not okay I digress

jarmyvicious • 2 days ago
@Nestor B. Aguilar why would you call someone a loser who only wishes to have mind at ease? You reply that way because you are on a mission of peace, prosperity for the people of the world?

Nestor B. Aguilar • 2 days ago
@jarmyvicious What do you mean by this statement from you? " free of life, land, freedom or is it to be equality? I doubt that can be possible.... too much to lose for big players of history.... never to relinquish their hold in tyranny. As much as I want world peace." Is this not a word that came from a loser?

jarmyvicious • 2 days ago
@Nestor B. Aguilar I am expressing my worries that when the U.S. dollar collapses, I fear a debt will be collected upon the people that do not realize how horrible their government has been. We are put up as collateral for the debt created by the U.S. by past presidents. Many people here slave away in ignorance thinking we have real rights and sovereignty but they took it long ago. I fear for children and women of this country. The government here experiments and murders their citizens much the same way they have done worldwide. This government wants racism and divide, American people only want peace and love, the government has confused so many with false narrative media. He schools lie to the children and millions are in prisons. All I worry now is that a Heavier hand will crush what is good here. I am friends of all people. That is all....

Nestor B. Aguilar • 1 day ago
@jarmyvicious People are afraid of the unknown. We have nothing to be fear of but fear itself. Truth, Love and Light will set us free... God Bless... us all his creation.

Timothy Johnson • 2 days ago (edited)

Karen, thank you for the actions you executed to recover the wealth of humanity, and your educational presentations. Are you aware of the work of Catherine Austin Fitts and Mark Skidmore exposing the US Government as a criminal enterprise? (DuckDuckGo: dunwalke gideon q301 pdf) How can a criminal enterprise help us recover our gold? Other than demanding our representatives recover our gold, do you have advice how to stop the wanksters from using these fake accounts to dominate and control us? DuckDuckGo: alcuinbramerton the-white-spiritual-boy-off-ledger

Fitts gives disinformation and works for the cabal I have told you this many times https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter1.13.19.1.pdf

https://twitter.com/KarenHudes,

https://www.facebook.com/karen.hudes.10/

On Tuesdays at 7:00 pm EST http://dctv.org/Live

https://www.youtube.com/user/KarenHudes/videos

From: karenhudes  
To: Captain James D. O'Leary  
Subject: Joint US-Japan Committee under the Status of Forces Agreement  
Date: Wed, 16 Jul 2014 05:41:43 -0400

Dear Captain O'Leary,

The private banks comprising the “network of global corporate control” described by Stefania Vitali, James B. Glattfelder, and Stefano Battiston of ETH Zurich, http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/1107/1107.5728v2.pdf are insolvent and are to be wound down under involuntary bankruptcy regimes of the respective jurisdictions in which they are located, all as set forth in the attached letter.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Sincerely,
Karen Hudes  
Acting General Counsel  
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development  
Legal Counsel for Wolfgang Struck  
Authorized Signatory under the  
Global Debt Facility  
080-6843-7509
Jim,

I just spoke with Ms. Karen Hudes, Acting General Counsel of the World Bank. She would like to establish contact with you concerning an initiative she’s working with the US DOD in several countries throughout the world.

She is currently in Japan participating in Joint Committee activities. Her phone number is 080-6843-7509.

Thank you,

Jon

JON W. WALKER, Colonel

USAF Air Attaché, USDAO TOKYO
DSN (315) 224-5382
Comm 03-3224-5382
Cell 090-9003-0195

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

> From: O'learyJD@state.gov
> To: karenhudes@hotmail.com
> Subject: Automatic reply: Joint US-Japan Comittee under the Status of Forces Agreement
> Date: Wed, 16 Jul 2014 09:42:02 +0000
> I am currently out of office and will return on 17 July. I will have intermittent access to this email. Pls contact COL Brey Sloan at SloanBR@state.gov, COL Jon Walker at WalkerJW@state.gov or CWO3 Watkins at WatkinsMK@state.gov for DAO related issues.
July 16, 2014

Captain James D. O’Leary
Defense Attaché
1-10-5 Akasaka
Minato-ku, Tokyo 〒107-8420

Dear Captain O’Leary,

General Eisenhower had foreseen that the maturity date of the Global Debt Facility, whose authorized signatory I represent as legal counsel, would require an institutional presence. That is one of the mandates of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and International Monetary Fund for which the Bretton Woods institutions were duly established at the end of World War II. This is regularized in paragraph 6 of the Bilateral Minesfield Breakthrough Successor Agreement.

As discussed today with Acting Defense Attaché Col. Jon W. Walker, I have informed the Joint Committee under the Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security between Japan and the United States of America that the impending rift with Germany, as witnessed by the unfortunate incident last October in Frankfurt, when a military helicopter buzzed the US Consulate in Frankfurt, has been duly averted. Mr. Wolfgang Struck, the authorized signatory under the Global Debt Facility, has accomplished this by placing the Treaty of Versailles Gold Bullion Certificates, with an aggregate value exceeding the quadrillions of dollars, at the disposal of the Bretton Woods institutions for the purposes of bankruptcy proceedings in the various nations in which these banks are located.

The Board of Executive Directors and the Board of Governors of the Bretton Woods Institutions are also arranging for the transition from fractional reserve fiat currencies of their membership to gold coins, leaf and aurum, minted from the gold on deposit in the Global Debt Facility, which has been deposited and held in trust for the benefit of the citizens of the Bretton Woods institutions.

Sincerely,

Karen Hudes
Acting General Counsel
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Legal Counsel
Global Debt Facility

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/BILATERAL.pdf
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

GOLD BULLION CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that this GOLD BULLION CERTIFICATE issued by the Department of Treasury is backed and covered by Gold Deposit of Twenty Five Thousand Metric Tons (25,000 M.T.) in 99.99% purity deposited in the Federal Reserve Bank of NEW YORK, NEW YORK, U.S.A. guaranteed by the Federal Government of the United States of America and Federal Reserve System Board of Governors.

Witness, the seal and signatures of duly authorized officers, this 17th day of August, 1934, WASHINGTON D.C., U.S.A.

Treasurer of the United States

Secretary of the Treasury

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING, WASHINGTON D.C.
NEW YORK, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

BANK CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that these Certificate of Federal Reserve Bonds Series of 1934 in the amount of One Billion U.S.D. ($1,000,000,000.00) of 250 pcs. with total value of Two Hundred Fifty Billion U.S.D. ($250,000,000,000.00) issued by the Department of Treasury thru the Federal Reserve Bank of NEW YORK, NEW YORK, U.S.A. are fully guaranteed by the Federal Government of the United States of America and Federal Reserve System Board of Governors.

Witness, the seal and signatures of duly authorized representatives this 17th day of August 1934, WASHINGTON D.C., U.S.A.
DEED OF ASSIGNMENT

Know All Men by these Present

That this Deed of Assignment is made by and between the following individuals: That I, Severino Garcia Sta. Romana, and/or Jose Antonio Diaz, Renato T. Sta. Romana, Jose Antonio Diaz Dela Paz, Aleph Al-Mak-Tomm, Antonio Penia, Jose Antonio Dela Penia, William V. Morales, B.K. Almonte, J. Antonio Diaz, Severino Reyes, Clemente Santiago, Diaz Ana Poirroto, Cecilio Paminuan, J. Antonio Pena, Rockefeller, Diaz Nanete Poirroto, Richmond, Mixbel, Sultan Johan S. Kandam, Richfield, General Edward Landadale, Padilla Atwa, Antoni Garcia, Matias "Sany" Gomez, is one and the same person, of legal age, Filipino and with postal address at Manila, Philippines; do hereby in furtherance of the Deed of Assignment on February 28, 1969 hereby executed in favor of Rev. Dr. Floro E. Garcia as my assignee in all my right interest over my bank account and other assets deposited under my name.

Treaty of Versailles (From Mother Control Box No. 922222222-22) Federal Reserve Bank, USA, FRB, FED.

That I am the holder and owner of the following bank accounts in different countries: USA, Switzerland, Germany, London, Ireland, Hungary, France, Denmark, Spain, Holland, Scotland, England, Canada, Australia, Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore, China Mainland, Indonesia, Malaysia, Taiwan and Thailand.

That I am the account holder/owner of assets deposited in International Bank of United States of America and other International Banks. That I, assignor, certify that I am a legal and lawful owner of these assets and these assets represented are of non-criminal origin; That Rev. Dr. Floro E. Garcia is true owner legal beneficiary and administrator of these estate to mobilized, the development of humanitarian project in the Philippines, Asia and other parts of the World.

CERTIFIED TRUE COPY

MAGTANEGOL O. VILAR
OIC, STATIONERY DEPT. OF COURT
911 PH, 23 CARAGA STREET
these assets described and have acquired in by assignment for owner
of the record SEVERINO G. STA. ROMANA and/or JOSÉ ANTONIO DIAZ, through
legal and lawful transaction contracts and agreement.

Attached are the following Attachments:

That the assignor declared that these assets under assignment are in
the custody of the Bank International of the United States and as to
the best of my knowledge and record are free and close any and
encombrances of the date of maturity that this Account of deposit
with assigned interest per Depository.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the assignor have caused this Deed; executed and
signed by setting their hand hereeto, and affixing their respective
signature this 28th day of February 1969 at Manila, Philippines.

COMPLIANCE OF ASSIGNOR

REV. DR. FRANCISCO

EXECUTED BY ASSIGNOR

JOSE DIAZ/K.O. ALBANO aka
JOSE JUAN A. ALBANO
SEVERINO GARCIA STA. ROMANA
JOSE ANTONIO DIAZ
JOSÉ ANTONIO DIAZ DELA PAZ
Passport Serial No. A-12934
Assignor

AUTHENTICATION

Under signed, Notary Public and in the City of Manila, hereby

Certify that the foregoing was a legitimate original document signed
in his presence after presenting indicated therein, July 14, 1969.

ARDOY RICARDO S. REYES
Notary Public

Dec. No. 35
Page No. 7
Book No. 30
Series of 1967

I CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOING IS AUTHENTIC

EMERITA P. ALVAREZ
Officer Authorized under
Consumer Credit Act, 1952, and
Consumer Credit Regulations.

AUSTRALIAN EMBASSY, MANILA

If printed or typewritten, this is a true copy of the document presented.

DATE: 14/7/69
The Owner of the record, Severino Garcia Sta. Romana, and/or Gen. Edward Landisale, Jose Antonio M. Diaz, Antonio Penia, Jose Antonio del Legaza, Antonio Garcia Diaz, Jose Almonte, Clemente Santiago, Rencito T. Sta. Romana, B. R. Almonte, Severino Diaz, Antonio delia Penia, J. Antonio Diaz, Jose Antonio Diaz, Delia Penia, Jose Antonio de la Penia, Severino Reyes, a.k.a. Through legal and the owner,


That I Assignor Certify, That I am legal and lawful owner of this assets represented herein by describe were obtained legally and are of non-criminal origin, That I, Rev. Dr. Floirio F. Garcia as the true legal Beneficiaries Owner of this estate, to mobilize development and humanitarian project in the Philippines, Asia and other parts of the world;

In Witness Whereof, the Assignor, have caused this Deed to executed and signed by setting their hand here to, and affixing their respective signatures this 25th day of Feb. 1969 at Manila, Philippines

Attestation Witness;

[Signature]

AUTHENTICATION

Under signed, Notary Public for and in the City of Manila, hereby certify that the foregoing was a legitimate original document signed in his presence after presenting in dictated therein, July 14, 1969.

AUTHENTICATION

Sept 26, 201

[Signature]

Notary Public

Certified True Copy

Issued at City of Manila on July 14, 1969.
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